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INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION (UNDERGRADUATE WRITTEN WORK)

80+% Distinction level
This work is exceptional in
terms of scholarship at this
level.

70+79% Distinction level
This work demonstrates an
excellent level of scholarship at
this level.

Excellent planning has led
to an articulate and wellreasoned assignment.

Thoughtful and focussed
planning has led to a wellreasoned assignment.
There is a detailed introduction
and a clear sequence and
development of ideas. These
are effectively summarised in
the conclusion
The work demonstrates an
excellent ability to relate
theory to practice.

Outstanding ability to
relate theory to practice at
this level.

60-69% Merit level
This work is very wellplanned and structured with
a logical presentation of
ideas.
There is a clear introduction
and conclusion and the
content is relevant. The
question is very well
addressed.

50-59% Pass level
The work is well planned and
structured with a suitable
presentation of ideas.

40-49% Pass level
There is evidence of planning
and organisation of material.

30-39% Below threshold
Limited evidence of planning
and organisation of material.

0-29% Fail
The organisation, ideas and
structure of the assignment have
failed to meet the required level.

A sound introduction and
conclusion are present and
most of the content is relevant.
The question is well addressed.

An introduction and conclusion
are present and much of the
content is relevant. Overall the
question is adequately
addressed.

The introduction and
conclusion are inadequate and
the content mostly irrelevant.

The lack of planning is evidenced
in a lack of cohesive argument
and the assignment does not
answer the question

The work demonstrates a
confident ability to link
theory to practice.

The work demonstrates a
sound ability to link theory to
practice.

The work demonstrates a
satisfactory ability to link
theory to practice.

Theory to practice links are
absent or inappropriately
addressed.

It does not meet the criteria to
pass because the work is mainly
inaccurate or the meaning is
unclear and incoherent.

Demonstrates a thorough
understanding of key facts
with insightful discussion.

Demonstrates extensive
understanding and exploration
of the topic and discusses this
coherently.

Demonstrates a very good
understanding and
exploration of the topic
which is discussed in some
depth.

Demonstrates a sound
understanding of the subject
matter of the assignment.

Demonstrates a general
understanding and exploration
of the topic and the issues
raised by the question, but
lacks detail.

Represents an inadequate,
descriptive account with
insufficient analysis present.

Level of work relating to
knowledge and understanding of
the assessed topic has failed to
meet required standard in any
aspect.

Shows consistent evidence
of independent and critical
evaluation.

Demonstrates a developing
confident use of literature
and theory to support key
points.

There is sound exploration and
evidence of using literature
and theory to support key
points; however some of the
writing tends to be descriptive.
Includes reference to ethical
issues, if appropriate.

Many assertions and points are
not adequately supported by
evidence. Much of the writing
is descriptive.

The assignment contains
eclectic, irrelevant material
that does not answer the
question or relate directly to
the topic.
Ethical issues either not
addressed or including
concerns about the way this
was done.

Level of work relating to analysis
of the assessed topic has failed to
meet required standard in any
aspect.

Addresses all ethical
issues, if appropriate.

Demonstrates a highly
competent, balanced
evaluation of the issues. There
is a sustained analytical
approach.
Addresses all relevant ethical
issues, if appropriate.

Evidence provided to back
up the argument is based
on an extensive range of
high quality, academic
sources. Shows some
familiarity with leading
edge literature in the field

Shows an ability to find and
employ a very wide range of
relevant recent sources - these
may include books, book
chapters, reports, journal
articles and web sources

Shows an ability to find and
employ a wide range of
appropriate recent academic
texts and articles relevant to
the topic.

Has made reference to an
adequate range of academic
sources and has generally used
them appropriately.

Has made reference to a
limited range of sources, some
of which are dated or
inappropriate.

Reference to some dated and
irrelevant source material is
inadequate and unsatisfactory.

Reference to source
material is absent throughout
this assessment.

Evidence of
Reading /
Knowledge of
Literature

Knowledge, Understanding and analysis

Structure and content of assignment (including
relevance to topic chosen)

Marking grid for Level 4 – please note that not all categories are weighted equally.

Includes reference to ethical
issues, if appropriate.

Does not address ethical issues
adequately, if appropriate.

There are serious concerns about
the lack of understanding and
application of ethical issues

Presentation and referencing

Academic sources are
employed critically and
effectively to underpin the
points.

Academic sources are
employed very effectively and
confidently to develop the
argument.

Shows very sound ability to
use texts effectively to
develop the argument.

Shows some ability to use texts
to support the main points of
the argument

Shows limited or inconsistent
use of sources to develop the
argument.

Arguments are not supported
by academic sources.

Arguments are personal and
anecdotal with no reference to
source material.

Highly fluent and engaging
style. The presentation of
the assessment is
exceptionally academic
and objective.

Fluent and engaging style. The
presentation of the assessment
is suitably academic and
objective.

Clear presentation style
which is objective and
academic.

Generally clear style but
presentation is not consistently
objective and academic.

The presentation style is
informal and not consistently
academic.

Presentation style is not
sufficiently formal and
academic.

The presentation style does not
meet the required standard.

Paragraphs formed to
make an exceptionally well
presented assignment.

Paragraphs appropriately
formed.

Paragraphs used
consistently.

Mainly relevant use of
paragraphing, with some
inconsistency.

Limited use of relevant
paragraphing.

The paragraphing is
inappropriate.

Lack of paragraphing.

No weaknesses in
typography or grammar.

No weaknesses in typography
or grammar.

Very few typographical and
grammatical errors and they
do not interfere with
meaning.

Few typographical and
grammatical errors and they
do not interfere with meaning.

Some typographical and
grammatical errors
occasionally interfere with
meaning.

Frequent typographical and
grammatical errors that
interfere with meaning.

Typographical
and grammatical errors interfere
with the meaning throughout.

Citation within the text
conforms to
recommended (APA)
referencing conventions.

Citation in the text conforms to
single, recommended (APA)
referencing conventions.

Citation in the text is
consistent with
recommended (APA)
conventions with some
minor errors.

Citation in the text generally
consistent with recommended
(APA) convention with some
errors.

Referencing format is generally
inadequate and inconsistent.

Referencing format is not
discernible.

Reference list correctly
formatted.

Reference list correctly
formatted.

Does not include a reference list.

The presentation follows
Programme Handbook’s
recommended font size, line
spacing, formatting and length.

Reference list generally
formatted correctly with some
errors.
The presentation is generally
consistent with the
Programme Handbook’s
recommended font size, line
spacing, formatting and length.

Inadequate reference list

The presentation follows
Programme Handbook’s
recommended font size,
line spacing, formatting
and length.

Reference list formatted
correctly with some minor
errors.
The presentation follows
Programme Handbook’s
recommended font size, line
spacing, formatting and
length.

Citation in the text is only
partially consistent with
recommended (APA)
convention and includes
errors. There is reliance on the
use of direct quotes from
sources in the text.
Reference list lacks
consistency.
The presentation is partially
consistent with the Programme
Handbook’s recommended
font size, line spacing,
formatting and length.

Does not meet the
requirements of the
presentation recommended in
the Programme Handbook.

Does not meet the requirements
of presentation recommended in
the Handbook. .

INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION (POSTGRADUATE ORAL PRESENTATION)

70-79% Distinction level

Structure scholarship

This work is outstanding in
terms of scholarship.

The work demonstrates a
very high level of scholarship.

The work demonstrates a
high level of scholarship.

There are some scholarly
elements.

There are few scholarly
elements in this piece of
work.

There is little evidence of scholarly
elements in this piece of work.

Structure ideas

It is very well-planned and
structured, allowing a
strong, coherent and
persuasive development of
ideas.

It is well-planned and
structured, and offers clear,
logical development of ideas.

It is generally well-planned
and structured, so that the
main ideas are effectively
developed.

Some of the work is well
structured, so some of the
main ideas are developed.

A more appropriate
organisation of material
would have helped the
development of the ideas.

The organisation, ideas and the
structure of the assignment is
unsatisfactory and inappropriate

Structure issues

Issues are perceptively set
out/identified and
examined/answered

Issues are very clearly set
out/identified and
examined/answered

Issues are clearly set
out/identified and
examined/answered.

Issues are reasonably well
set out/identified and
examined/answered.

Issues are not clearly set
out/identified and are not
effectively
examined/answered.

Issues are poorly set out/identified
and are poorly
examined/answered.

Structure theory and
practice

The work demonstrates an
outstanding ability to relate
theory to practice.

The work demonstrates a
very high level of ability to
relate theory to practice.

The work demonstrates a
high level of ability to relate
theory to practice.

The work demonstrates
some ability to relate
theory to practice.

The work does not
adequately address theory
practice links.

Theory practice links are absent or
inappropriately addressed.

Argument evidence

Demonstrates a full,
systematic and perceptive
analysis of the evidence
appropriate to the subject
matter.

Demonstrates a highly
competent, critical and
balanced evaluation and
analysis of the evidence
appropriate to the subject
matter.

Demonstrates a critical
understanding of the
evidence appropriate to the
subject matter.

Demonstrates a good
understanding of the
evidence appropriate to the
subject matter, but lacks
real consistency in this
respect

Limited understanding of the
evidence appropriate to the
subject matter. .

Very limited understanding of the
evidence appropriate to the subject
matter.

Argument ideas

Excellent ability to show
how ideas are supported
by/derived from the
evidence.

Very good ability to show
how ideas are supported
by/derived from the
evidence.

Ideas are generally well
supported by/derived from
the evidence presented.

Some assertions and points
not adequately supported
by the evidence presented.

Many assertions and points
are not adequately supported
by evidence.

The assignment contains disparate,
irrelevant material that does not
answer the question or relate
directly to the topic.

Most of the writing shows
very good analytical insight.

Much of the writing shows
considerable analytic ability.

Some of the writing tends
to be descriptive, with
limited analysis.

Much of the writing is
descriptive, with very limited
analysis.

Represents an inadequate,
descriptive account.

Where necessary ethical
issues have been carefully
addressed.

Where necessary, ethical
issues have been addressed.

Where necessary, ethical
issues have been generally
well addressed.

Where necessary, ethical
issues have not been
appropriately addressed.

Where necessary, ethical issues
have been largely ignored or
overlooked.

Argument analysis

Argument ethics

The writing shows a strong
insightful awareness and/or
independent critical
analysis.
Where necessary, ethical
issues have been
thoroughly understood and
addressed.

60-69% Merit level

50-59% Pass level

40-49% Below threshold
standard

80+% Distinction level

0-39% Unsatisfactory work

Literature –
range

Literatureuse

Literatureunderstand
ing

Able to seek out,
independently, an
extensive range of sources,
including leading edge
literature in the field as well
as key historical sources.
This is likely to include a
strong emphasis on
academic, as well as,
professional materials.
All materials employed in a
consistently critical and
effective manner to
develop the argument.
Familiarity with the main
texts and articles ensures
an excellent balance
between breadth of
research/issues discussed,
and depth of important
papers/evidence examined

Able to find and employ a
wide range of relevant
recent/seminal sources. This
is likely to include an
emphasis on academic, as
well as, professional
materials.

Able to find and employ a
range of appropriate
recent/important sources.
This is likely to include a
professional and academic
materials

Has made reference to an
adequate but limited range
of recent/important
sources. This is likely to
include professional and
academic materials.

Has made reference to a
limited range of sources,
some of which are dated or
inappropriate. Many sources
are likely to be professional
material.

Reference to source material is
inadequate and unsatisfactory.
Many of the sources are dated.
Few if any journals are cited.

All materials employed
critically and effectively to
develop the argument.

Materials treated critically
throughout.

Some evidence of critical
use of materials.

Shows limited or inconsistent
evidence of critical
understanding.

Very little evidence of critical
understanding.

Shows a close familiarity with
the main texts and articles in
the field.

Exhibits a sound grasp of
main texts and articles
relevant to the topic.

Shows a generally sound
understanding of the main
texts and articles relevant
to the topic.

Shows weak understanding of
some of the main texts and
articles.

Shows weak understanding of the
main texts and articles.

Presentatio
nreferencing

Accurately conforms to APA
referencing conventions.

Accurately conforms to APA
referencing conventions.

Presentatio
n- grammar

No weaknesses in
typography or grammar.

No weaknesses in typography
or grammar.

Presentatio
n - style

A highly fluent and
engaging academic style
comparable to published
work

Fluent, polished and engaging
academic style.

Referencing format largely
conforms to (APA
conventions.
Very few typographical and
grammatical errors and they
do not interfere with
meaning.
Clear and engaging academic
style.

Referencing format
generally conforms to APA
conventions.
Few typographical and
grammatical errors and
they do not interfere with
meaning.
Generally clear style but
not consistently academic
(e.g. some lapses into
conversational spoken
English)

Referencing format only
partially conforms to APA
conventions.
Some typographical and
grammatical errors
occasionally interfere with
meaning.

Referencing format does not does
not conform adequately to APA
conventions.

The writing mixes formal and
informal styles

The style of writing is mostly
conversational

Frequent typographical and
grammatical errors that interfere
with meaning.

